
The Immunity 
Bodyguard
• SUPPORTS cellular regeneration
• REINFORCES gut barrier
• IMPROVES immune response

IMMUNITY



IMMUNITY

Cellular regeneration
Cellular turnover of immune and gastro-intestinal systems requires nucleotides. Immunell provides the 
nucleotides necessary to facilitate cellular regeneration through cell proliferation and tissue renewal.

 

Gut barrier reinforcement - Activation and stimulation of the defense system
After the skin, our intestine is the main natural barrier against external factors. This barrier is involved in both 
innate and adaptive immune responses. 

Immunell helps to support the immune system and contribute to general well-being. Immunell stimulates 
specific internal defenses, accelerates and reinforces the immune response against external factors:

Immunell is a natural and safe ingredient derived 
from a yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae). With a high 
purity rate (60% nucleotides), Immunell is a unique 
source for the 4 semi-essential nucleotides Adenine, 
Cytosine, Guanine and Uracil.

Naturally occurring in food and breast milk and 
found in all living cells of the body, nucleotides are 
semi-essential molecules. Nucleotides have been 
used for years in nutrition to support organ growth, 
immune system and intestinal function.

Certain demanding conditions (stressful lifestyle, 
strenuous workout…) or certain organs (fast 
renewal tissues like the intestines) can lead to a high 
need of nucleotides. Supplementation is an easy and 
safe way to satisfy this need.

Main actions: 
• SUPPORTS cellular 
regeneration

• REINFORCES gut barrier

• IMPROVES immune 
response

Suggested use level: 
300 to 500 mg/day

This communication is not intended to the final consumer. It provides scientific information for 
professionals only. Communications to the final consumer have to be checked according to local 
regulations in force, since the conditions of use are beyond our control. This statement has not been 
evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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people

Children Active people

INCREASED TISSUE 
METABOLISM
Increase of villus heights

INCREASED INTERNAL 
DEFENSES
Increase of IgA production

PREBIOTIC EFFECT
Developpment of 
helpful bacteria Pathogens

Proliferation & differentiation 
of T-cells

IL-2: Interleukin-2

IL-2 IL-2

Stimulation of 
macrophage production

Proliferation & 
differentiation of 
epithelium cells
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